
Answer all Ouestions
Ouestion ( I ) [Marks]

I17l
a) Explain the difference between the 2D- angular and 2D-Mapping coordinate systems,
b) compare between the 3D- cartesian and 3D-curvilinear coordinates,
c) Explain 

,the 
essential elements for the transformation befweeen any two 3D- Cartesiancoorolnate svstems.

Ques t i on (2 )  , a , r
a) What are the possible applications of the radius of curvature along a given line? 

l.rl

b) compute the mean radius of curvature along the line cD, given I:atI

Qc:46" 00' 57" N , q\ -46" 29, 22" N,

dcr:178o 05' 13" , duc =358o 17, 52,, , a=6378137.054 rn ,  I=29g.179g
I
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Question ( 3 )
I20l

r)
b)
c)

Mention the main applications of geometric geodesy,
Define the 2D- and 3D-direct and inverse geodetic iroblems,
If a reference ellipsoid is used, show the advantages of the 3D-approach over the 2D one.

Question ( 4 )
a) Explain the benefits from computing the mean radius of curvature at a specific point,
b) Given a reference ellipsoid with the following parameters:

a:6378136.976 rn ,  !=297.5912
I

. Calculate the mean radius of curvature at point B , if :

Qu:33o 19 ' ,  48"  S & 4 _29" oo,  37"N ,
e compute the mean radius of curvafure for a point at the equator,
o Determine the radius of curvature at the poles.

Ouestion ( 5 )

I23l

IrTl
a) Compare the local geodetic systern with both the geodetic and geocentric systems,
b) Explain how to transform the coordinate components from a geocentric coordinate system intoa local geodetic one and vice versa.
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